3-Digit: S3

Subtraction Word Problems
1)

A bookstore has a collection of 917 books. If 667 books are fiction, how many books are
non-fiction?

2)

The distance from Miami to Tampa is 282 miles. If a truck from Miami has crossed 175
miles already, how many miles more does it need to go to reach Tampa?

3)

Rachel had 400 bracelets to sell. At the end of the week, only 138 remained. How
many bracelets did Rachel sell?

4)

There were 952 spectators at a rugby match. 521 of them supported Team A, and
the rest rooted for Team B. How many spectators did Team B enjoy the support of?

5)

Freddy’s farm sold 824 boxes of yellow and red peppers. If 399 boxes had yellow
peppers, how many boxes contained red peppers?

6)

Tony’s toy store sold 703 dolls in a month. If the store had 846 dolls in all, how many
dolls remain unsold?
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3-Digit: S3

Subtraction Word Problems
1)

Answer Key

A bookstore has a collection of 917 books. If 667 books are fiction, how many books are
non-fiction?

250 books
2)

The distance from Miami to Tampa is 282 miles. If a truck from Miami has crossed 175
miles already, how many miles more does it need to go to reach Tampa?

107 miles
3)

Rachel had 400 bracelets to sell. At the end of the week, only 138 remained. How
many bracelets did Rachel sell?

262 bracelets
4)

There were 952 spectators at a rugby match. 521 of them supported Team A, and
the rest rooted for Team B. How many spectators did Team B enjoy the support of?

431 spectators
5)

Freddy’s farm sold 824 boxes of yellow and red peppers. If 399 boxes had yellow
peppers, how many boxes contained red peppers?

425 boxes
6)

Tony’s toy store sold 703 dolls in a month. If the store had 846 dolls in all, how many
dolls remain unsold?

143 dolls
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